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I. Jesus speaks to Father about His disciples 

 A. Their (1) ______________: Church is Father’s (2) __________ to the Son 

 B. Their (3) __________________: Believed Jesus is Word (4) _____________ 

  (5) ______________ to (6) ______________ the Father(1:14-18) 

 C. Their (7) ____________________: (8) ____________________ and  

  (9) __________________ Father’s words 

II. Jesus prays for His disciples that they may be  

 A. (10) ________________: in Your Name from the world and the Evil One 

  1. Name is (11) _________________ and (12) _________________ 

  2. Evil One 

   a.  (13) ________________of this world (John 12:31; 14:30; 

       16:11; Eph. 2:1-2; Rev. 12:9)  

   b.  The ultimate (14) _____________________ 

  3. Neither (15) _____ nor (16) __________________the world 

 B. (17) _________________ 

 C. (18) _______________: as Jesus on the way to the (19) _____________ 

 D. (20) ______________________: Sanctify them in the truth 

  1. (21) _______________: to put to (22) _______________________ 

  2. (23) ______________ as consecrated 

  3. (24) _______________: eliminate all that (25) _______________ 

       the relationship 

  4. Not just holy (26) _____________ but also holy (27) _____________ 

III. For Jesus Followers 

 A. (28) ____________ the Son in life and speech 

  

 

 B. (29) ______________ our identity as children of God with Jesus as              

                 our (30) _____________ (31) _____________ living in the community of  

                 the Paraclete 

 C. (32) ___________________ and (33) ____________ the deceptive  

                 identities of the Evil One and the world 

 D. Live the (34) ____________________________ life with the help of the  

                 Spirit and the community 

Fill in the Blank 

1. owner 2. gift 3. knowledge 4. become 5. flesh 6. reveal 7. achievement 8. accepted 

9. obeyed 10. protected 11. character 12. mission 13. prince 14. narcissist 15. of 

16. out of 17. united 18. joyful 19. cross 20. consecrated 21. dedicate              

22. proper use 23. treat 24. purify 25. degrades 26. person 27. people 28. honor 

29. focus 30. eldest 31. brother 32. discern 33. resist 34. truth-consecrated 


